Ion Ways Distributor

RE: Online “Test” Videos and Tyent USA

Ionizer Comparisons
Source: http://www.ionizerintegrity.org/Ionizer__Comparisons_.html
If you take the time to really look at any of the other tests on the net, you will clearly see that the results are doctored to
promote one brand over another. The reality is the pH and ORP from the better machines out there are all pretty much in
the same range, and all the machines make good, healthy water. See if you can find any of the phony comparison sites
saying that!
Now, on to the real issue, which in our opinion is this: The pH and ORP production of the machines is only one factor,
and we believe it is not what people should be focusing on anyway... Do you buy a car based on cubic inches of
the engine and number of cylinders, only or even in part?
Here are some other things that are very important to consider when choosing which brand to invest your hard earned
dollars in:
How long has the manufacturer been in business?
Are they an assembler or an OEM factory?
Do they have ISO 9001 and 14001 certification?
Do they have CE and UL certification, as well as CSA in Canada?
Are the certs current?
How long has the distributor been in business?
How long has the product been imported into the country?
Do they have a track record of integrity and good customer service, will they provide references?
What is the likelihood they will be here in 5 years if you need your machine repaired?
Will you be able to get replacement filters?
The answers to all these questions should have as much or more import on your decision making process than the ORP
and pH, honestly, there are several very capable machines out there, as you can see from our test results, they all
produce pretty good alteration to the water.
We can provide you with all this info.
Any other testing videos you find on the internet were conducted by people directly associated to the brand being
pushed. One site in particular, ionizersreviewed.com even pretends to be an impartial site when in fact all experts in the
industry agree that it is probably funded by Tyent, and they throw a LOT of money into that site, folks. Rob Gray, the
fellow on all the test videos there is actually a friend and (former?) business partner of Joe Bocutti, the owner of
Tyent USA. There is mounting evidence that they are current business partners as well, they have been making sales
calls together, pushing Tyent recently. They have denied any relationship in the past, but it seems that they are out of the
closet now, folks. Still, nowhere on this site does it mention that these gentlemen are related in any way. The honest
people in this industry find this kind of "marketing" dishonest, and strongly recommend that you do not give these people
your business. They are unethical at best, and some would say outright dishonest. You must certainly question the
veracity of the tests, knowing the connection, wouldn't you?
We want people to be treated with respect and dignity and honor. This kind of deceptive business practice reflects none
of that. Do not be fooled into buying any machine, folks. Buy from someone you can trust, who has a track record, and is
honest.

